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Abstract 

The Implicit Association Test (IAT: Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz., 1998) was 

designed to measure automatically-activated attitudinal associations, free of the influence of 

processes that affect their expression.  Subsequent research has shown that IAT performance also 

is influenced by non-attitudinal processes, but the extent to which these non-attitudinal processes 

are a-specific or if they operate similarly regardless of the content being measured has largely 

gone unexamined.  In the current research, participants completed pairs of IATs that varied in 

conceptual overlap: tests shared a high, moderate, or low degree of overlap in the measured 

content.  The Quad model was applied to estimate the contributions of four processes to IAT 

performance.  Evidence was found for two relatively general, non-attitudinal processes and two 

relatively attitude-specific processes.  Implications are discussed for interpretation of IAT scores, 

individual differences in IAT scores, and IAT malleability.     
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Attitude-Specific and Non-Attitudinal Components of IAT Performance 

 

The Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz,.1998) was 

designed to measure automatically-activated attitudinal associations, free of the influence of 

processes that affect the expression of those associations.  Specifically, because it is less 

susceptible to self-presentational demands and is more able to capture attitudes that are 

inaccessible through introspection than are self-report measures (Gawronski, 2009), the IAT has 

been viewed as a more “pure” measure of attitudinal associations that are stored in long-term 

memory. Indeed, the IAT has been successful in predicting a host of behavioral, judgmental, and 

physiological outcomes (for a review, see Greenwald et al., 2009), and has been applied to 

myriad research domains, including prejudice (e.g., Gawronski, Peters, Brochu, & Strack, 2008), 

stereotyping (e.g., Gawronski, Ehrenberg, Banse, Zukova, & Klauer, 2003), self-esteem (e.g., 

Greenwald & Farnham, 2000), self-concept (e.g., Asendorpf, Banse, & Mücke, 2002), brand 

evaluation (e.g., Forehand & Perkins, 2005), mental health (e.g., Teachman, Gregg, & Woody, 

2001), and addiction (e.g., Wiers, Houben, & de Kraker, 2007; Wiers, Van Woerden, Smulders, 

& De Jong, 2002). 

However, subsequent research has shown that IAT performance is not influenced solely 

by activated attitudinal associations.  Indeed, a wide variety of non-associative processes also 

influence IAT performance.  Some of these processes include the inhibition of associations, the 

detection of correct responses, response biases (Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, & 

Groom, 2005; Sherman et al., 2008), recoding processes (e.g., Chang & Mitchell, 2011; De 

Houwer et al., 2005; Kinoshita & Peek-O'Leary, 2005; 2006; Meissner & Rothermund, in press; 

Rothermund, Teige-Mocigemba, Gast, & Wentura, 2009; Rothermund & Wentura, 2001; 2004; 
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Rothermund, Wentura, & De Houwer, 2005), task-set shifts and task-set simplification (e.g., 

Klauer, Schmitz, Teige-Mocigemba, & Voss, 2010; Mierke & Klauer, 2001; 2003), and speed-

accuracy tradeoffs (e.g., Brendl, Markman, & Messner, 2001; Klauer, Voss, Schmitz, & Teige-

Mocigemba, 2007).     

An important unanswered question is the extent to which these non-associative processes 

are content-specific (i.e., they operate differently depending on the attitude being measured) or 

are content-general (i.e., they operate similarly regardless of the specific attitude being 

measured). In the former case, a non-associative process may still be regarded as construct-

related (i.e., attitude-specific), in that its operation would be tied to a specific attitudinal object. 

However, in the latter case, a process would instead be unrelated to the nature of the attitude 

object, and would reflect general cognitive processes that influence task performance 

independently of the construct being measured. We refer to such a content-generic process as 

“non-attitudinal” in that it would reflect method variance rather than construct variance.  

 The degree to which IAT performance is driven by attitude-specific versus non-

attitudinal processes has important implications for understanding IAT effects, individual 

differences in IAT scores, the susceptibility of IAT scores to change, and the ability of IAT 

scores to predict important behaviors.  For example, Gonsalkorale, Sherman, & Klauer (2009) 

presented data indicating that older people show greater racial IAT bias than younger people not 

because of more strongly biased associations, but because of decreased regulation of their biased 

associations.  The interpretation of these findings depends greatly on whether the diminished 

regulation of biased associations among older respondents is specific to the domain of race (and 

is, therefore, attitude-specific) or is a general deficit that applies across attitude objects (and is, 

therefore, non-attitudinal). If the diminished regulation is not attitude-specific, then Gonsalkorale 
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and colleagues’ findings would seem to reflect age-related deficits in general cognitive function 

that have nothing to do with racial bias, per se (Connelly, Hasher, & Zacks, 1991; Hasher & 

Zacks, 1988).  However, if the deficit is specific to the domain of race, then these findings 

suggest other interpretations entirely.  For example, older people may be unwilling, rather than 

unable, to constrain their biased responses, or perhaps simply grew up in an era in which they 

were never taught to constrain racial bias, but should be capable of regulating their behavior in 

other domains.   

Similarly, the degree to which the processes that drive IAT performance are general 

versus attitude-specific has implications for understanding the effectiveness and generalizability 

of bias-reduction interventions.  For example, an intervention that targets a process that is 

attitude-specific should not be expected to effectively reduce bias in other content domains.  

However, an intervention that targets a process that is domain-general should be expected to 

reduce bias in other content domains.  Thus, it is important to understand the qualitative nature of 

the processes that underlie implicit bias in order to guide the development of bias-reduction 

interventions.  

The question of attitude–specificity versus domain-generality also is important for 

conceptualizing and measuring attitudes, more broadly. If the non-associative processes that 

influence IAT performance are attitude-specific, then those processes may be viewed as 

important components of the evaluative response to that attitude object. In contrast, if these non-

associative processes are non-attitudinal, then this would suggest that they are irrelevant to the 

evaluative response to the attitude object, and that their influence should be removed in 

measuring those evaluative responses.   
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We are aware of very little research that directly investigates the attitude-specific versus 

non-attitudinal nature of the processes that contribute to evaluative responses on implicit 

measures of attitude (but see Mierke & Klauer, 2001; 2003; Klauer, Schmitz, Teige-Mocigemba, 

& Voss, 2010). The purpose of the current research is to directly examine this question in the 

context of IAT performance.  The Quadruple Process model (Quad model: Sherman et al., 2008) 

is especially well suited for such a process-level investigation.  

The Quad Model 

According to the Quad model, four distinct processes influence performance on implicit 

tasks like the IAT (i.e., response-conflict tasks): Activation of Associations (AC), Detection of 

correct responses (D), Overcoming Bias (OB), and Guessing (G). The AC parameter refers to the 

degree to which biased associations are activated when responding to a stimulus. All else equal, 

the stronger the associations, the more likely they are to be activated and to influence behavior. 

The D parameter reflects the likelihood that the respondent can discriminate between correct and 

incorrect responses. Sometimes, the activated associations conflict with the detected correct 

response. For example, on incompatible trials of an IAT (e.g., when the categories 'Black' and 

'pleasant' share a response key), activated racial associations (e.g., between Black and 

unpleasant) conflict with the detected correct response (i.e., to press the same button for Black 

and pleasant stimuli). In such cases, the Quad model proposes that an overcoming bias (OB) 

process resolves the conflict. As such, the OB parameter refers to a regulatory process that 

prevents activated associations from influencing behavior when they conflict with detected 

correct responses.  Finally, the G parameter reflects general response tendencies that may occur 

when individuals have no associations that direct behavior and they are unable to detect the 

correct response.  The Quad model and the construct validity of its parameters have been 
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extensively validated in previous research and have been shown to play important roles in IAT 

performance (see Beer et al., 2008; Conrey et al., 2005; Gonsalkorale, von Hippel, Sherman, & 

Klauer, 2009; Sherman et al., 2008).  

Predictions 

Though the Quad model parameters have been extensively validated, the extent to which 

these processes are attitude-specific versus domain-general remains an open question.  We 

expect that Activation of Associations (AC) is an attitude-specific process, as AC represents the 

likelihood that associations are activated by the specific targets presented in a given IAT 

(Sherman et al., 2008). For example, if flowers are not strongly associated with African 

Americans, there should be no strong relationship between an AC parameter that represents 

associations activated by flowers and an AC parameter that represents associations activated by 

African Americans.   

Detection (D), Overcoming Bias (OB), and Guessing (G) reflect non-associative 

processes that operate during IAT performance and help to determine the extent to which 

responses are based on underlying associations. Despite being non-associative, these processes 

may operate differently depending on the target constructs. D represents the likelihood of 

determining correct responses in a task such as the IAT (Sherman et al., 2008).  It is possible that 

the ability to detect a correct response represents a general motivational or cognitive skill that 

does not vary as a function of target construct.  If so, D would be a non-attitudinal process, and D 

in one content domain should be related to D in another domain. Alternatively, the ability to 

detect a correct response may represent attitude-specific abilities such as domain expertise.  For 

example, a florist may be especially skilled at discerning correct responses on a flower/insect 

IAT, but may perform at an average level on a race IAT.  If this is the case, then D would be a 
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relatively attitude-specific process, and D in one domain should be unrelated to D in other 

domains.  

OB represents the likelihood that an activated association is overcome and replaced by a 

contextually accurate response (Sherman et al., 2008).  Like D, it is possible that OB is either an 

attitude-specific or a domain-general process. OB is conceptualized as an inhibitory process that 

constrains activated associations from driving responses.  Because inhibition is often 

conceptualized as a domain-general ability (e.g., prepotent response inhibition, Friedman & 

Miyake, 2004), this suggests that OB would be a non-attitudinal process, and the ability to 

overcome bias in one content domain should be related to that ability in other domains.  

Alternatively, it is possible that the likelihood of overcoming biased associations is dependent on 

motivational influences.  For example, one might be motivated to regulate biased responses 

towards social sensitive topics (i.e., racial/ethnic relations) but not towards non-sensitive topics 

(e.g., insects), which could affect the extent of OB observed in the two domains.  In this case, 

OB would be a relatively attitude-specific process, and OB in one domain should be unrelated to 

OB in other domains.  

G represents biases to prefer a particular response, such as a positivity bias (e.g., Conrey 

et al., 2005) or a preference for objects on the right side of a display (e.g., Nisbett & Wilson, 

1977).  It is unclear whether such a bias should be specific to certain domains or span across 

domains.  For example, G might generalize into an optimistic outlook on everything when 

conceived as a positivity bias (e.g., "I'm just a positive person").  In this case, G would be a non-

attitudinal process, and G in one content domain should be related to G in other domains.  

However, G may vary across content domains as even a positive outlook might have limits (e.g., 
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"I like people but I hate spiders.")..  In this case, G in one domain should be unrelated to G in 

other domains, and would be considered an attitude-specific process. 

Overview of Research 

In order to test the attitude-specificity versus generality of the Quad parameters, 

participants completed pairs of IATs that varied in conceptual overlap.   High conceptual overlap 

was operationalized as IATs with the same attribute categories (e.g., pleasant, unpleasant) and 

target categories from the same content domain (e.g., race).  Moderate conceptual overlap was 

operationalized as IATs with the same attribute categories but target categories from different 

content domains (e.g., disability, sexual orientation).  Low conceptual overlap was 

operationalized as IATs with different attribute categories and had target categories from 

different content domains.   

By examining the relations among parameters estimated from IATs of varying conceptual 

overlap, the attitude-specific or general nature of a given process can be discerned.  A domain-

general, non-attitudinal process should be insensitive to conceptual overlap, and therefore be 

expected to have correlation coefficients that are large in magnitude across IATs regardless of 

conceptual overlap.  Conversely, an attitude-specific process should be sensitive to conceptual 

overlap, and should be expected to have larger correlation coefficients across IATs with high 

conceptual overlap than IATs with low conceptual overlap.  Of course, any process may reflect 

varying degrees of both attitude-specificity and generality.  

The current research is structured as an exploratory / confirmatory design.  We entered 

into this program of research with clear a priori predictions about the attitude-specificity of AC, 

but with competing predictions for D, OB, and G.  Thus, we sought initial evidence for one set of 

predictions over the other in exploratory Studies 1a, 1b, and 1c, and then to replicate these 
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findings in confirmatory Studies 2a, 2b, and 2c.  Importantly, the exploratory and confirmatory 

studies were conducted on different samples and used different instantiations of conceptual 

overlap. 

Study 1 

Overview and Procedure 

The purpose of Study 1 was to explore the attitude-specificity versus generality of the 

Quad processes by varying the conceptual overlap of pairs of IATs.  Participants completed pairs 

of IATs that either shared high (Study 1a), moderate (Study 1b), or low (Study 1c) conceptual 

overlap.  All studies were completed in a laboratory setting at the University of California, 

Davis, and participants received either partial course credit or $10 payment.   

The structure of all of the IATs in Study 1 was based on that described by Greenwald et 

al. (1998). Participants first completed a 20-trial practice block in which they categorized 

attribute words (e.g., pleasant, unpleasant) followed by a 20-trial practice block in which they 

categorized target stimuli (e.g., images of Black or White people).  In the third (24 trial) and 

fourth (48 trial) critical blocks, participants simultaneously categorized both attribute and target 

stimuli.  The fifth block was identical to the second block, but the response keys for the target 

stimuli were reversed. The sixth and seventh critical blocks were identical to the third and fourth 

blocks, but the response keys reflected the reversed target pairing of the fifth block.  If a 

participant made an error in categorization during any of the response trials, a red ‘‘X’’ appeared 

below the stimulus and remained there until the participant corrected the error.  The order in 

which the IATs were administered was counterbalanced between participants (except for Study 

1c), and participants were given a 3-minute break between IATs.   

Study 1a. 
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 Participants and materials. Participants were 168 undergraduates (125 female) who 

completed two IATs that shared high conceptual overlap: a Black/White evaluative IAT and an 

Asian/White evaluative IAT.  The Black/White evaluative IAT consisted of pleasant and 

unpleasant words and images of Black and White males. The target category labels were 

Black/White.  The Asian/White evaluative IAT consisted of pleasant and unpleasant words and 

images of Asian and White females.  The target category labels were Asian/White. These IATs 

not only share an attribute category (pleasant/unpleasant), but they also measure attitudes 

towards distinct but closely-related targets (intergroup bias).  

Results.  The Quad model has been implemented as a multinomial model (see Batchelder 

& Riefer, 1999) designed to estimate the independent contributions of multiple processes from 

responses on implicit measures of bias (for reviews of this approach, see Sherman, 2006; 

Sherman et al., 2008). The structure of the Quad model is depicted as a processing tree in Figure 

1. In the tree, each path represents a likelihood. Processing parameters with lines leading to them 

are conditional on all preceding parameters. For instance, OB is conditional on both AC and D. 

The conditional relationships described by the model form a system of equations that predicts the 

numbers of correct and incorrect responses in different conditions (e.g., compatible and 

incompatible trials). For example, there are three ways in which an incorrect response can be 

returned on an incompatible trial, in which 'Black' and 'pleasant' share a response key.  The first 

is the likelihood that biased associations are activated (AC), detection succeeds (D), and OB fails 

(1 – OB), which can be represented by the equation AC × D × (1 – OB).  The second is the 

likelihood that the biased associations are activated (AC) and detection fails (1 – D), which can 

be represented by the equation AC × (1 – D).  The third is the likelihood that biased associations 

are not activated (1 – AC), detection fails (1 – D), and a bias toward guessing 'unpleasant' (1-G) 
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produces an incorrect response, which can be represented by the equation (1 – AC) × (1 – D) × 

(1 – G).  As such, the overall likelihood of producing an incorrect response on an incompatible 

trial is the sum of these three conditional probabilities: [AC × D × (1 – OB)] + [AC × (1 – D)] + 

[(1 – AC) × (1 – D) × (1 – G)]. The respective equations for each item category (e.g., White, 

Black, pleasant words, and unpleasant words in both compatible and incompatible blocks) are 

then used to predict the observed proportions of errors in a given data set. The model’s 

predictions are compared to the actual data to determine the model’s ability to account for the 

data.  A chi-square estimate is computed for the difference between the predicted and observed 

errors. To best approximate the model to the data, the parameter values are changed through 

maximum likelihood estimation until they produce a minimum possible value of the chi-square. 

The final parameter values that result from this process are interpreted as relative levels of the 

processes. 

Parameter estimates of AC, D, OB, and G were calculated for each participant for each 

test.  The G parameter was coded so that higher scores represented a bias toward guessing with 

the “pleasant” key. Four separate AC parameters were estimated.  Using responses from the 

Black/White evaluative IAT, one parameter estimated the extent to which associations between 

“Black” and “unpleasant” were activated and another estimated the extent to which associations 

between “White” and “pleasant” were activated.  Using responses from the Asian/White 

evaluative IAT, one parameter estimated the extent to which associations between "Asian" and 

"unpleasant" were activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between 

"White" and "pleasant" were activated.  The overall error rate for the Black/White IAT was 

8.35%, and the chi-square for model fit was 16.36, p = .001. The overall error rate for the 

Asian/White IAT was 7.25%, and the chi-square for model fit was 24.73, p < .001.  Chi-square 
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tests are dependent on sample size, such that minute deviations from the model can jeopardize 

model fit when power is high (see Cohen, 1988). However, the effect size of lack of model fit 

between the actual data and the model's predicted data was small for the Black/White IAT, w = 

.03, and for the Asian/White IAT, w = .03, indicating satisfactory fit when controlling for power.   

Comparing parameters across tests is, unfortunately, not as straightforward as calculating 

Pearson correlation coefficients.  The different model parameters stem from the same data for 

each IAT and, consequently, their error terms are not independent.  This may lead to artifactual 

dependencies between the parameters of each IAT, and failure to control for which may bias the 

assessment of relationships between the two different IATs. In addition, the individual parameter 

estimates are based on relatively few data points per person, implying that their reliability will be 

relatively low, limiting the ability of individual-level analyses to detect any relationships there 

may be. 

Both of these problems can be solved by the hierarchical multinomial model approach 

proposed by Klauer (2010). In this analysis, the model parameters are defined as latent traits, as 

in a structural equation model, and the correlations between the parameters of the two IATs as 

path coefficients, as in a structural equation model. In this analysis, dependencies between model 

parameters due to non-independent errors are controlled for, and the estimated correlations are 

automatically disattenuated for measurement error (again, as in analyses using structural 

equation models). The analysis uses a Bayesian approach, which yields both estimates of the 

correlations and credible intervals (CI) around them that can be interpreted much like the 

familiar confidence intervals from classical statistics. 

AC White-pleasant from the Black/White IAT correlated with AC White-pleasant from 

the Asian/White IAT, r = .60, 95% CI [.31, .93]; AC White-pleasant from the Black/White IAT 
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correlated with AC Asian-unpleasant, r = .58, 95% CI [.14, .83]; AC Black-unpleasant correlated 

with AC White-pleasant from the Asian/White IAT , r = .59, 95% CI [.31, .80]; AC Black-

unpleasant correlated with AC Asian-unpleasant, r = .56, 95% CI [.12, .81].  The average 

between-test AC correlation was r = .58, 95% CI [.31, .77].  Black/White evaluative D correlated 

with Asian/White evaluative D, r = .82, 95% CI [.72, .89].  Black/White evaluative OB 

correlated with Asian/White evaluative OB, r = .76, 95% CI [.34, .93].  Black/White evaluative 

G did not correlate with Asian/White evaluative G, r = .36, 95% CI [-.21, .68].  These results are 

summarized in the top portion of Table 1. 

Study 1b. 

Participants and Materials.  Participants were 49 undergraduates (35 female) who 

completed two IATs that shared moderate conceptual overlap: a flower/insect evaluative IAT 

and a Black/White evaluative IAT.  The Black/White evaluative IAT was identical to the one 

described in Study 1a.  The flower/insect evaluative IAT consisted of pleasant and unpleasant 

words and images of flowers and insects.  The target category labels were flower/insect.  These 

IATs share an attribute category (pleasant/unpleasant), but do not share a target category.  

Results. Parameter estimates of AC, D, OB, and G were calculated for each participant 

for each test.  One D, one OB, and one G parameter were estimated for each test. The G 

parameter was coded so that higher scores represented a bias toward guessing with the “pleasant” 

key. Four separate AC parameters were estimated.  Using responses from the flower/insect 

evaluative IAT, one parameter estimated the extent to which associations between “insect” and 

“unpleasant” were activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between 

“flower” and “pleasant” were activated.  Using responses from the Black/White evaluative IAT, 

one parameter estimated the extent to which associations between "Black" and "unpleasant" were 
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activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between "White" and "pleasant" 

were activated.  The overall error rate for the flower/insect IAT was 10.3%, and the chi-square 

for model fit was 5.47, p = .14, w = .03.  The overall error rate for the racial IAT was 7.5 %, and 

the chi-square for model fit was 6.30, p =.10, w = 03.  

AC Black-unpleasant correlated with AC flower-pleasant, r = .69, 95% CI [.28, .91];  AC 

White-pleasant did not correlate with AC flower-pleasant, r = .47, 95% CI [-.41, .88]; AC Black-

unpleasant did not correlate with AC insect-unpleasant, r = .58, 95% CI [-.17, .89]; AC White-

pleasant did not correlate with AC insect-unpleasant, r = .35, 95% CI [-.50, .83].  The average 

between-test AC correlation was r = .48, 95% CI [.08, .81].  Black/White D correlated with 

flower/insect D, r = .71, 95% CI [.45, .87].  Black/White OB did not correlate with flower/insect 

OB, r = -.20, 95% CI [-.76, .74].  Black/White G did not correlate with flower/insect G, r = .02, 

95% CI [-.68, .64].  These results are summarized in the middle portion of Table 1.    

Study 1c. 

Participants and materials.  Participants were 56 undergraduates (34 female) who 

completed two IATs that shared low conceptual overlap: a Black/White stereotype IAT and a 

flower/insect evaluative IAT.  The flower/insect evaluative IAT was identical to the one used in 

Study 1b.  The Black/White stereotype IAT was based on that described by Amodio & Devine 

(2006).  As in a Black/White evaluative IAT, a Black/White stereotype IAT uses images of 

Black and White faces as stimuli.  However, in contrast to a Black/White evaluative IAT, the 

critical trials on a Black/White stereotype IAT pair the faces with words associated with Black 

and White stereotypes.  African Americans are stereotyped as more athletic and less intelligent 

than European Americans (Devine & Elliot, 1995).  Importantly, the categories physical and 

mental are evaluatively equivalent; therefore, categorization according to these traits does not 
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involve evaluative judgments (see Amodio & Devine, 2006, footnote 3).  Participants paired 

images of Black and White faces with physical and mental words that were taken from Amodio 

& Devine (2006, Study 1).  The target category labels were Black/White and the attribute 

category labels were Physical/Mental.  Participants always completed the Black/White 

stereotype IAT before the flower/insect evaluative IAT.  These IATs did not share either 

attribute categories or target categories.    

Results. Parameter estimates of AC, D, OB, and G were calculated for each participant 

for each test.  The G parameter was coded so that higher scores represented a bias toward 

guessing with the “mental” key on the Black/White stereotype IAT and the “pleasant” key on the 

flower/insect evaluative IAT. Thus, in contrast to the previous studies, the G parameter 

represents qualitatively different processes on the different IATs. Four separate AC parameters 

were estimated.  Using responses from the Black/White stereotype IAT, one AC parameter 

estimated the extent to which associations between “Black” and “physical” were activated in 

performing the task and another estimated the extent to which associations between “White” and 

“mental” were activated.  Using responses from the flower/insect evaluative IAT, one AC 

parameter estimated the extent to which associations between "insect" and "unpleasant" were 

activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between "flower" and "pleasant" 

were activated.  The overall error rate for the racial stereotype IAT was 8.77%, and the chi-

square for model fit was 20.06, p < .001, w = .05. The overall error rate for the flower/insect 

evaluative IAT was 8.93%, and the chi-square for model fit was 1.45, p = .69, w = .01.   

AC White-mental correlated with AC flower-pleasant, r = .55, 95% CI [.07, .81]; AC 

White-mental did not correlate with AC insect-unpleasant, r = .23, 95% CI [-.21, .62]; AC 

Black-physical did not correlate with AC flower-pleasant, r = .45, 95% CI [-.15, .87]; AC Black-
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physical did not correlate with AC insect-unpleasant, r = .25, 95% CI [-.25, .69].  The average 

between-test AC correlation was r = .36, 95% CI [.06, .64].  Racial stereotype D correlated with 

flower/insect evaluative D, r = .68, 95% CI [.33, .88].  Racial stereotype OB did not correlate 

with flower/insect evaluative OB, r = .43, 95% CI [-.24, .87]. Racial stereotype G did not 

correlate with flower/insect evaluative G, r = .02, 95% CI [-.65, .72]. These results are 

summarized in the bottom portion of Table 1. 

Summary and Discussion 

The purpose of Study 1 was to explore the attitude-specificity versus generality of the 

Quad processes by comparing the correlations among parameters derived from IATs with 

varying conceptual overlap.  The specificity or generality of a given process can be assessed by 

examining the magnitude of these correlations.  A general, non-attitudinal process should be 

insensitive to conceptual overlap, and therefore be expected to have correlation coefficients that 

are large in magnitude across IATs regardless of conceptual overlap.  Conversely, an attitude-

specific process should be sensitive to conceptual overlap, and should be expected to have larger 

correlation coefficients across IATs with high conceptual overlap than IATs with low conceptual 

overlap.  From this perspective, D appears to be a relatively general, non-attitudinal process, with 

correlations ranging from .68 - .80.  Based on the guidelines recommended by Cohen (1992), this 

represents a large effect. Surprisingly, the pattern of correlations in Study 1a-1c suggests that AC 

is also a relatively non-attitudinal process, with correlations ranging from .23 - .60.  However, 

the magnitudes of the average AC correlations are smaller than the magnitude of the D 

correlations, and range from medium to large effects, which perhaps suggests a degree of 

attitude-specificity in AC as well.  Less clear patterns of results emerged for the OB and G 

parameters.  The relatively high magnitude of the OB correlations in the high and low overlap 
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conditions (.76 and .43, respectively) suggest a degree of domain-generality, but the negative 

correlation in the moderate overlap condition (-.20) is inconsistent with this characterization.  

The moderate magnitude of the G correlation in the high overlap condition (.36) and near zero 

correlations in the moderate and low overlap conditions (.02 in each case) suggest a degree of 

domain specificity.  However, most of the OB correlations and none of the G correlations were 

different from zero, which may reflect a very high degree of domain specificity in each of these 

processes, or it may instead simply reflect low reliability.  In comparison to the D and AC 

parameters, OB and G are estimated from fewer IAT trials and are, therefore, inherently less 

reliable.   

We found mixed evidence in exploratory Study 1 for our prediction that AC is an 

attitude-specific process.  Regarding our competing predictions for D, OB, and G, we found 

relatively straightforward evidence that D is non-attitudinal, and mixed evidence for the attitude-

specificity or generality of OB and G.  In Study 2, we sought to further clarify the nature of these 

processes using different versions of the IAT and increased statistical power.          

Study 2 

Overview and Procedure 

Moving into the confirmatory phase of the current research, we have two main goals for 

Study 2.  The first goal is to replicate the pattern of domain-generality that emerged for the D 

parameter.  The second is to clarify the pattern of results for the AC, OB, and G parameters.  

Study 2 is structured like Study 1, in that participants completed IATs of varying conceptual 

overlap.  However, high, medium, and low overlap was instantiated in Study 2 using different 

attitude objects than were used in Study 1.  Additionally, Study 2 was conducted on a much 

larger and more diverse participant sample. Because these confirmatory studies were conducted 
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on a different sample using different instantiations of conceptual overlap, it is unlikely that the 

same set of biasing factors would distort the results in both sets of studies in the same directions. 

Thus, any similarities in the pattern of results obtained in the exploratory and confirmatory 

phases should be due to variations in conceptual overlap and, thus, reflect variations in domain-

generality and –specificity among the Quad parameters. 

 Participants were visitors to the Project Implicit website (https://implicit.harvard.edu) 

from 2006-2010 who chose to complete two of IATs from a list of up to 15 possible IATs. Each 

session lasted about 10 minutes and also contained questionnaires about attitudes, stereotypes, 

and judgments related to the topic of the IAT. The order of the questionnaires was randomized in 

most sessions, as was the order of the critical blocks of the IAT.  Participants received feedback 

about their IAT performance at the end of each session. 

The structure of the IATs was based on that described by Greenwald et al. (1998). 

Participants first completed a 20-trial practice block in which they categorized target stimuli 

followed by a 20-trial practice block in which they categorized attribute words.  In the third (20 

trial) and fourth (40 trial) critical blocks, participants simultaneously categorized both attribute 

and target stimuli.  The fifth 40-trial block consisted of categorizing target stimuli, but with the 

response keys reversed. The sixth and seventh critical blocks were identical to the third and 

fourth blocks, but the response keys reflected the switched target pairing of the fifth block.  If a 

participant made an error in categorization during any of the response trials, a red ‘‘X’’ appeared 

below the stimulus and remained there until the participant corrected the error.   

Study 2a. 

Participants and materials.  Participants were 33,278 visitors (XXX female) who 

completed two IATs that shared high conceptual overlap: a Black/White evaluative IAT and a 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/
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skin tone evaluative IAT.   The Black/White evaluative IAT consisted of pleasant and unpleasant 

words and images of Black and White males.  The target images were different from the images 

used in Study 1a. The target category labels were either Black people/White people, African 

American/European American, Black American/White American, or Black/White. The skin tone 

evaluative IAT consisted of pleasant and unpleasant words and images of racially ambiguous 

light-skinned and dark-skinned people.  The category labels for the target groups were Light 

Skin/Dark Skin.  These IATs not only share an attribute category, but they also measure attitudes 

towards distinct but closely-related social categories.  

Results.  Parameter estimates of AC, D, OB, and G were calculated for each participant 

for each test.  The G parameter was coded so that higher scores represented a bias toward 

guessing with the “pleasant” key. Four separate AC parameters were estimated.  Using responses 

from the Black/White evaluative IAT, one parameter estimated the extent to which associations 

between “Black” and “unpleasant” were activated and another estimated the extent to which 

associations between “White” and “pleasant” were activated.  Using responses from the skin tone 

evaluative IAT, one parameter estimated the extent to which associations between "dark skin" 

and "unpleasant" were activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between 

"light skin" and "pleasant" were activated.  The overall error rate for the Black/White evaluative 

IAT was 8.35%, and the chi-square for model fit was 3,984.05, p < .001, w = .03. The overall 

error rate for the skin tone IAT was 8.84%, and the chi-square for model fit was 4,123.38, p < 

.001, w = .03.   

Because the Project Implicit samples are so large, power is virtually 100% and, 

consequently, even trivial effects are statistically reliable.  As such, we will focus on the 

magnitude of the effects, using Cohen’s (1992) recommendations as guidelines.  All four of the 
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AC correlations were large effects: AC White-pleasant / AC light skin-pleasant, r = .54, 95% CI 

[.53, .56]; AC White-pleasant / AC dark skin-unpleasant, r = .49, 95% CI [.47, .51]; AC Black-

unpleasant / AC light skin-pleasant, r = .47, 95% CI [.45, .50]; AC Black-unpleasant / AC dark 

skin-unpleasant r = .50, 95% CI [.48, .53].  The average between-test AC correlation was r = .50, 

95% CI [.49, .52], a large effect.  The correlation between Black/White D and skin tone D was 

also a large effect, r = .67, 95% CI [.66, .68].  The correlation between Black/White OB and skin 

tone OB was a large effect, r = .67, 95% CI [.59, .68].  The correlation between Black/White G 

and skin tone G was a small-to-medium effect, r = .21, 95% CI [.14, .26]. These results are 

summarized in the top portion of Table 2.  

Study 2b. 

Participants and Materials. Participants were 9,570 visitors (XXX female) who 

completed two IATs that shared moderate conceptual overlap: a gay/straight evaluative IAT and 

disability evaluative IAT. The gay/straight IAT consisted of pleasant and unpleasant words and 

images representing gay and straight people.  The target category labels were Straight 

People/Gay People. The disability evaluative IAT consisted of pleasant and unpleasant words 

and images representing abled or disabled people.  The target category labels were Abled 

Persons/Disabled Persons. The gay/straight evaluative IAT used different good/bad words than 

the disability evaluative IAT.  These IATs share an attribute category but measure attitudes 

towards unrelated target categories. 

Results. Parameter estimates of AC, D, OB, and G were calculated for each participant 

for each test.  One D, one OB, and one G parameter were estimated for each test. The G 

parameter was coded so that higher scores represented a bias toward guessing with the “pleasant” 

key. Four separate AC parameters were estimated.  Using responses from the gay/straight 
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evaluative IAT, one parameter estimated the extent to which associations between “gay” and 

“unpleasant” were activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between 

“straight” and “pleasant” were activated.  Using responses from the disability evaluative IAT, 

one parameter estimated the extent to which associations between "disabled" and "unpleasant" 

were activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between "abled" and 

"pleasant" were activated.    The overall error rate for the gay/straight IAT was 11.3 %, and the 

chi-square for model fit was 2,465.03, p <.001, w = 05. The overall error rate for the disability 

IAT was 9.7%, and the chi-square for model fit was 2,925.55, p < .001, w = .05.   

All four of the AC correlations were medium-to-large effects: AC straight-pleasant / AC 

abled-pleasant, r = .36, 95% CI [.30, .41]; AC straight-pleasant / AC disabled-unpleasant, r = 

.34, 95% CI [.27, .40]; AC gay-unpleasant / AC abled-pleasant, r = .35, 95% CI [.29, .40]; AC 

gay-unpleasant / AC disabled-unpleasant r = .43, 95% CI [.38, .48].  The average between-test 

AC correlation was r = .37, 95% CI [.33, .44], a medium-to-large effect.  The correlation 

between gay/straight D and disability D was a large effect, r = .73, 95% CI [.71, .74].  The 

correlation between Black/White OB and skin tone OB was a large effect, r = .85, 95% CI [.79, 

.92].  The correlation between Black/White G and skin tone G was not different from zero, r = 

.05, 95% CI [-.04, .11].   These results are summarized in the middle portion of Table 2. 

Study 2c. 

Participants and Materials.  Participants were 9,820 visitors (XXX female) who 

completed two IATs that shared low conceptual overlap: an age evaluative IAT and a gender-

career stereotype IAT.  The age evaluative IAT consisted of pleasant and unpleasant words and 

images of young and old people.  The target category labels were Young/Old. The gender-career 

stereotype IAT consisted of words representing family and career (e.g., wedding, corporation) 
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and male and female names (e.g., John, Michelle).  The attribute category labels were 

Family/Career and the target category labels were Male/Female.  These IATs did not share either 

attribute categories or target categories. 

Results. Parameter estimates of AC, D, OB, and G were calculated for each participant 

for each test.  The G parameter was coded so that higher scores represented a bias toward 

guessing with the “career” key on the gender-career IAT and the “pleasant” key on the age 

evaluative IAT. Thus, like Study 3, the G parameter represents qualitatively different processes 

on the different IATs. Four separate AC parameters were estimated.  Using responses from the 

gender-career IAT, one AC parameter estimated the extent to which associations between 

“female” and “family” were activated in performing the task and another estimated the extent to 

which associations between “male” and “career” were activated.  Using responses from the age 

IAT, one AC parameter estimated the extent to which associations between "young" and 

"pleasant" were activated and another estimated the extent to which associations between "old" 

and "unpleasant" were activated.  The overall error rate for the gender-career IAT was 8.85%, 

and the chi-square for model fit was 1,989.72, p < .001, w = .04. The overall error rate for the 

age evaluative IAT was 8.39%, and the chi-square for model fit was 815.31, p < .001, w = .03.   

All four of the AC correlations were small-to-medium effects: AC male-career / AC 

young-pleasant, r = .18, 95% CI [.13, .25]; AC male-career / AC old-unpleasant, r = .12, 95% CI 

[.04, .18]; AC female-family / AC young-pleasant, r = .31, 95% CI [.25, .36]; AC female-family 

/ AC old-unpleasant r = .20, 95% CI [.15, .26].  The average between-test AC correlation was r = 

.20, 95% CI [.16, .24], a small-to-medium effect. The correlation between gender-career D and 

age D was a large effect, r = .78, 95% CI [.77, .80].  The correlation between gender-career OB 

and age OB was a large effect, r = .66, 95% CI [.58, .89].  The correlation between gender-career 
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G and age G was not different from zero, r = .08, 95% CI [-.03, .16].   These results are 

summarized in the bottom portion of Table 2. 

Summary and Discussion 

The purpose of Study 2 was to replicate the pattern of domain-generality that emerged for 

the D parameter and clarify the pattern of results for the AC, OB, and G parameters.  Mirroring 

the results of Study 1, the magnitude of D correlations in Study 2 was large, ranging from .67 - 

.78.  As such, D appears to be a robust, relatively non-attitudinal process.  The nature of AC was 

clarified greatly in Study 2, with average correlations ranging from large (.50) when conceptual 

overlap was high, to small (.20) when conceptual overlap was low.  As such, AC appears to be 

an attitude-specific process.  The nature of OB was also clarified greatly in Study 2.  With large 

correlations, ranging from .67 - .85, OB appears to be a relatively non-attitudinal process.  The 

least clear results emerged for G.  With a moderate correlation (.21) when conceptual overlap 

was high, but no correlation when overlap was moderate, G appears to be an attitude-specific 

process (the G parameters represent different processes on the low overlap IATs).  It is important 

to note that, across all six studies, the majority of the correlation coefficients for all Quad 

processes were greater than zero but less than one.  In other words, a parameter derived from one 

IAT neither accounts for all nor none of the variance in the same parameter on a different IAT.  

This suggests that the each of the Quad processes possesses varying degrees of attitude-

specificity and domain-generality, which is perhaps unsurprising, given our competing 

predictions for most of the processes.   

General Discussion 

The IAT was designed to measure associations specific to a given attitude or content 

domain, and has accumulated an impressive record of validity across a growing number of fields 
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(e.g., Greenwald et al., 2009).  Previous work has shown that IAT performance is influenced by 

both associative and non-associative processes (e.g., Sherman et al., 2008), but until now the 

extent to which these processes were attitude-specific versus content-general (non-attitudinal) 

had remained largely unexamined.  The present research fills in this theoretical gap by 

demonstrating that IAT performance reflects the influence of both relatively attitude-specific 

processes and relatively general, non-attitudinal processes. 

Detection (D) is a relatively domain-general, non-attitudinal process. Across all studies, 

the magnitude of D parameter correlations was a large effect, regardless of conceptual overlap.  

D reflects a relatively controlled accuracy-oriented process that discriminates between correct 

and incorrect responses; participants who can determine the correct response in one domain can 

do so in others.  Simply put, these individuals may just be more engaged or focused on whatever 

task they are doing.   

Activation of Associations (AC) is a relatively attitude-specific process that reflects 

associations activated by the content of a given IAT.  The magnitude of AC correlations was 

larger across IATs with high conceptual overlap than with low conceptual overlap.  However, 

even in the high conceptual overlap conditions, AC parameters correlations were less than .60, 

suggesting a degree of domain-generality as well.  It is possible that AC is also related to 

individual differences, such as the Need to Evaluate (Jarvis & Petty, 1996).  That is, some people 

may just have stronger attitudes about everything.   

Overcoming Bias (OB) is a relatively domain-general, non-attitudinal process.  Indeed, 

the large magnitude of OB correlations across Study 2 and most of Study 1 was roughly equal to 

that of the D correlations.  The variability in OB correlations across Study 1 is perhaps due in 

part to the structure of the Quad model: there simply is not a lot of information regarding the 
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highly conditional and occasional involvement of OB in a single IAT response and, thus, large 

samples are necessary to identify its effects.  OB is an inhibitory process that constrains the 

expression of an activated association when it conflicts with a contextually accurate response 

(Sherman et al., 2008).  Because inhibition is often conceptualized as a domain-general ability, 

the present research situates OB within a larger constellation of executive function.  

Guessing (G) appears to be a relatively attitude-specific process.  The small-to-medium 

magnitude of correlations across high overlap tests but near-zero correlations across moderate 

overlap tests suggests that G is sensitive to conceptual overlap. (It is not possible to interpret the 

correlations across low overlap tests, as these G parameters represent qualitatively different 

processes).  G reflects the influence of general guessing or response biases that may influence 

behavior in the absence of other available guides to responses, and appears to be an attitude-

specific non-associative process.     

The current research contributes to our understanding of the processes that influence IAT 

performance, but much more work remains to be done in order to better understand the nature of 

these processes.  The associative process (AC) appears to be relatively attitude-specific but 

possesses a degree of domain-generality.  Two of the non-associative (D and OB) processes 

appear to be relatively non-attitudinal, but a third non-associative process (G) appears to be 

attitude-specific.  Future research should examine the overlap between these processes and other, 

better-understood processes.  Indeed, Bartholow and colleagues (in press) recently examined the 

relation between PDP estimates of automatic and controlled components of IAT performance 

(Payne, 2005) to generalized executive function.  Because the component processes of the Quad 

model have been demonstrated to be useful in predicting a host of behaviors and outcomes 
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(Calanchini & Sherman, 2013), future work should also examine the relationship between such 

executive function processes and the Quad model. 

Implications 

Given the ubiquity of the IAT, this research has important implications for interpretation 

of IAT scores, individual differences in IAT scores, IAT malleability (and the development of 

interventions), and for demonstrations of IAT scores predicting behavior.  Because at least some 

of the processes that contribute to IAT performance are not related to the specific construct being 

measured, individual differences in IAT scores and the malleability of those scores may reflect 

differences in processes that are not content-specific.  This, in turn, suggests more nuanced 

interpretations of previous research.  Take, for example, the previously-discussed findings of 

Gonsalkorale et al. (2007) that older people’s greater racial IAT bias is related to the decreased 

ability to regulate biased associations (OB).  The present research supports an interpretation of 

these results as reflecting age-related deficits in general cognitive function that have nothing to 

do with racial bias.   

Not only does the present research suggest new interpretations of previous research, but it 

can also guide the development of future bias-reduction interventions.  Depending on the 

strengths or deficits of the target population, or any of a variety of constraints or goals, future 

bias-reduction interventions can be tailored to focus on attitude-specific processes, non-

attitudinal processes, or any combination of processes.  Moreover, it is possible that interventions 

that target the non-attitudinal processes that influence IAT performance could have important 

behavioral consequences external to the IAT.  For example, Calanchini, Gonsalkorale, Sherman, 

& Klauer (2013) demonstrated that D is responsive to training: participants who completed a 

counter-prejudicial training task subsequently demonstrated less IAT bias and had higher 
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activation of D than control participants.  Whether or not this training carries over to influence 

accuracy detection processes beyond the IAT to other tasks and behaviors remains an open 

question to be explored.  Likewise, it remains an open question whether domain-general training 

that influences processes such as D or OB will subsequently influence performance in a specific 

domain.  Previous research (Gonsalkorale, Sherman, Allen, Klauer, & Amodio, 2011) has shown 

that D is related to correct identification of weapons and tools in the Weapons Identification 

Task (Payne, 2001). In combination with the present research, this suggests that training police 

officers, for example, to improve their general object identification skills may influence their 

ability to accurately identify the presence of a weapon in the field.   Further research should 

explore this possibility.  Another open question remains whether processes such as D and OB, 

which are both non-associative and non-attitudinal but are otherwise qualitatively distinct, are 

equally responsive to interventions or respond to different interventions differentially.  Of 

course, the same point applies to attitude-specific processes such as AC and G, and future 

research may reveal important differences in malleability within attitude-specific and non-

attitudinal processes.  

The present research also highlights the utility of process-dissociating multinomial 

models to better isolate the attitudinal components of IAT performance.  Indeed, one 

interpretation of the present research might be that the AC parameter provides a cleaner measure 

of attitude than the IAT d score.  However, we would hesitate to make such a strong claim 

without the support of careful validation studies.  Regardless of which measure is a relatively 

more pure measure of attitude, the IAT d score may be a better predictor of behaviors that also 

involve domain-general processes such as D and OB.  The present research by no means 

impugns the predictive validity of the IAT, but rather provides a more nuanced understanding of 
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some of the processes that contribute to IAT performance.  To the extent that the same non-

attitudinal processes that influence IAT performance also affect behaviors of interest, then it may 

be possible to observe IAT performance predicting attitude-relevant behavior without the 

involvement of the attitude, per se.  Future research should explore the extent to which these 

processes, both attitude-specific and non-attitudinal, contribute to behavior.  

Conclusion 

The Quad model makes no claim to represent an  exhaustive account of IAT 

performance, which is certainly influenced by other processes that are not included in the model, 

including recoding (e.g., Chang & Mitchell, 2011; De Houwer et al., 2005; Kinoshita & Peek-

O'Leary, 2005; 2006; Meissner & Rothermund, in press; Rothermund, Teige-Mocigemba, Gast, 

& Wentura, 2009; Rothermund & Wentura, 2001; 2004; Rothermund, Wentura, & De Houwer, 

2005), task-set shifts and task-set simplification (e.g., Mierke & Klauer, 2001; 2003; Klauer, 

Schmitz, Teige-Mocigemba, & Voss, 2010), and speed-accuracy tradeoffs (e.g., Brendl, 

Markman, & Messner, 2001; Klauer, Voss, Schmitz, & Teige-Mocigemba, 2007). Klauer and 

colleagues have already demonstrated method variance in IAT performance related to task 

switching ability (Mierke & Klauer, 2001; 2003; Klauer, Schmitz, Teige-Mocigemba, & Voss, 

2010). Future research examining the domain specificity of these other component processes 

would also represent important contributions to our understanding of the IAT and attitude-

specific processes more generally. Finally, future research should also apply the type of analysis 

presented in this paper to other implicit measures of attitude, such as evaluative priming. We 

suspect that all implicit measures reflect some degree of influence from non-attitudinal processes 

that may be consequential to understanding effects obtained with those measures. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1.  

The Quadruple Process Model (Quad Model). Each path represents a likelihood. Parameters with 

lines leading to them are conditional upon all preceding parameters. The table on the right side of 

the figure depicts correct (√) and incorrect (X) responses as a function of process pattern.   
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Table 1 
 
Cross-test correlation coefficients 

 Avg. AC D OB G 
1a: high overlap 0.58 [0.31, 0.77] 0.82 [0.72, 0.89] 0.76 [0.34, 0.93] 0.36 [-0.21, 0.68] 
1b: moderate overlap 0.48 [0.08, 0.81] 0.71 [0.45, 0.87] -0.20 [-0.76, 0.74] 0.02 [-0.68, 0.64] 
1c: low overlap 0.36 [0.06, 0.64] 0.68 [0.33, 0.88] 0.43 [-0.24, 0.87] 0.02 [-0.65, 0.72] 
 
Note: [95% credible intervals]  
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Table 2 
 
Cross-test correlation coefficients 
 

 Avg. AC D OB G 
2a: high overlap 0.50 [0.49, 0.52] 0.67 [0.66, 0.68] 0.67 [0.59, 0.68] 0.21 [0.14, 0.26] 
2b: moderate overlap 0.37 [0.33, 0.41] 0.73 [0.71, 0.74] 0.85 [0.79, 0.92] 0.05 [-0.04, 0.11] 
2c: low overlap 0.20 [0.16, 0.24] 0.78 [0.77, 0.80] 0.66 [0.58, 0.89] 0.08 [-0.03, 0.16] 
 
Note: [95% credible intervals] 
 


